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Organisation

Our experts solve your 
big-day dilemmas 

Meet the
experts

Bianca and 
Nathan Tinsey

Wedding planners

Liz Chatfi eld      
Cake designer

Ambrose Harcourt
Managing 

director of AHPR 
Entertainment

Justine Claire
Photographer
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Getting the timings right
My husband-to-be and I are getting married in December, 2014. How far in 
advance do you suggest we book our entertainment?
Ambrose says: I recommend you look into your options as soon as possible as many entertainers 

get booked up months, if not years, in advance. Don’t be misled by the season either as more 

and more couples are opting for winter weddings. Furthermore, the earlier you research and make 

enquiries, the easier it is to negotiate with the company, as they may not have bookings for your 

wedding date. Start your research online and narrow your options down, before going to see an act or a 

performer. Entertainment companies represent a range of artists and can advise on ideas to suit your big day, 

and will have everything in place once you’ve made a booking so that you can leave the organisation to them.

My fi ancé and I are currently looking for a 
photographer for our big day and we want 
to make sure we get a feel for both their 

work and them as a person. What are the most 
important factors we should consider so that we make 
the right choice?

Justine says: Start by taking a look online at 
photographers’ galleries, then make a shortlist 
and arrange to meet with two or three. A 

consultation will give you a good feel of their personality 
and how they’d be on the day.

At the meeting, run through your schedule, as every 
couple has different ideas about how much time they want 
to dedicate to certain parts of the day or whether or not 
they want portrait photographs. A good photographer will 

offer guidance and let you know what’s achievable, but 
remember to bear in mind that a photographer should not 
dictate the schedule of your day.

The bridal preparations can be an intimate time for the 
bride so you may wish to consider whether or not you’d 
be comfortable with the photographer you have in mind. 
You should also ascertain how fl exible they’ll be to work 
with, as schedules can go slightly awry on the day, so it’s 
good to fi nd out if they’re happy to adapt. 

Make sure you get fi rst-hand experience of their work 
too by browsing through their albums and galleries while 
you’re at the meeting. This will give you an overview of 
how the photographer brings the day’s pictures together, 
and from this, you should have a clear idea whether or 
not they’re for you.
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www.justineclaire.com


